
< Bombay, January 14, 1966.

From: Shri-G.V. Ctttnis, ,, i
Member, ESI3 Review Committee. ‘ ’ >S1 ~ 3s 0 .

i Hexiled........  f
Dear Shri Wadhaw an, ■*

•
While going through my papers I find that our amendmon 

on page 15 of Chapter XV (Organisational Set-up) remained to bo 
raised at cur last meeting. Since it is a bit important I am 
putting it before yon. ,

On the page referred to above the Dreft reads
CO\ A t vs V

* This single organisation should, in our opinion, 
suffice to require a thorough overhauling of the 
staffing pattern at the headquarters which should bo 
more Ofiicer-Oriented in keeping with modern thinkin 
on administrative set-up.* * "‘

Now the experience of the introduction of this
"Offie ^Orientation" Is unfortunately not very happy. According 
to a Report, the new Scheme of "Office^rientation" in the 
Organisation of the Central Government Secretariat in New Delhi 
ig likely to result in reduction of staff strangh by over
one-thirds. The Federation of Central Secretariat Employees has 
estimated that 20,000 out of 35,000 employees will be rendered 
"surplus." I •* . * .

The nw scheme has already been enfoi’ced in the 
Department of Workers of the Ministry of Works & Housing result
ing in reducing surplus 20 out of 21 assistants and 5 out of 9 
lower division clerks.

According to the Federation such experiments had been 
tried many times lathe past without any success since, the 
schemes could never tackle the basic cause of red tape and the 
enormous delay in d oisiorwtnaking.

The Federation has held the Scheme as irrational and 
has launched an agitation against it’s introduction. According! 
a demonstration is reported to have been organised outside the 
residence of the Union Home Minister in the first week of this 
month. x i.—

Since it can never be the desire of the Committee that 
it’s recommendation should bring retrenchment to the staff of 
the Corporation, a catagorical statement to that effect is 
necessary in the body of the Report.

I would therefore suggest that after the sentence 
referred to above we add

* This, however, should be undertaken without 
resorting to retrenchment of the existing staff."

P.T.O.



i ' ■ Bombay, January 27, 1966. 1 <

To " ' "■ ■■■-'■

The Secretary, 
A.I.T.U.C., , , / ?. .J
------------------------------------------------------- . £4 7 2- r / ■ 

' * rt • . ■ j 0 • I *• r 7,

Dear Comrade, c ’
(. ' r ‘ f • - ’ • *■ ‘

200,000 textile workers of Bombay City have decided 
• * f - - - f । r-, r> • r* ’ ■ r * ' * - / *

to go on an indefinite General Strike from February 28th 1966 

to win their vital and urgent demands*

The decision was taken at a mammoth rally of workers 

yesterday organised by the Mumbai Girani Kamgar Union, at 

Purandare Stadium, Nalgaom. The rally was presided over by 

Com. S.A. Dange, President of the Union. 
B

Previous to this, the Managing Committee of the Union 
• *• r , • . • I *

met on 24th inst. to consider the situation created by the 
c •

apathy and Indifference of the State Government in relation to 

the workers’ demands.

\ The.workers had observed a one-day strike on Dec. 29th 
to protest against the Government policy. Since the Government 
refused to consider the demands even after the strike, the Union 

was constrained to move to further action.

Como Dange attended the meeting of the Managing 

Committee and guided its delibrations.

The resolution adopted by the Managing Committee was 

placed before the Rally for endorsement and was adopted 

unanimously.

The rally was attended by over 60,000 workers. It 

was addressed besides Corn. Dange, by Coms. Patkar, Gulabrao 

Ganacharya, Y.v. Chavan, K0L. Desai and Krishna Desai.

While the mass of textile workers was gathering round 

the flag of the MGKU to fight the great battle ahead, Sjts. S.M. 

Joshland George Fernandez of SSP were holding a separate rally 

of workers at Kamgar Maidan to found a new Union of Textile 

Workers viz. ^irani Mazdoor Union. The new union has Shri 

S.M. Joshi as it’s President and Shri George Fernandez as it’s 

General Secretary. The splitters1 rally was attended by some
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2,000,many of whom were.workers from other industries and 

activists of SSPe Many others had gathered k® just to 

watch the fun. . ... v.. r .<c • •r •* 
In his devastating attack on Shri Ferhandes’s

politics and his role in Bombay T.U. movement, Com. Dange 
exposed the positions he had taken on various occasions, 

and his splitting tactics under the garb of militancyo He 

narrated the history of the movement of textile workers 
: ... L. ' v ■ tr t - 

during the forty years past, and k warned that Fernandez would 

meet his Waterloo in Bombay’s textiles. 
x\ 

The militant leaders had nothing to say about the 
- ~ • V -r . . -J t •• < ■ ’ Ti'i

great battle the textile workers were entering on February
• • - C 1........... * k-

29th.



LETTER TO THE EDITOR

H.M.P. AND THE BOMBAY TEXTILE STRIKE

Sir,

Mr.George Fernandes, the SSP’s militant TU leader, he 
assumed a position of neutrality in respect of ’one of the 
biggest strikes conducted in recent years - the textile workers’ 
strike in Bombay. Following the SSP’s decision to enter the 
textile TU scene in Bombay and the formation of a union, rival 
to both the INTUC and AITUC, it was expected that militancy 
in the TU field will show a bigger spurt. Mr.Fernandes has 
disappointed many by his neutralism. The only possible expla
nation might be the Lohia thesis of ’’equidistance” and ’’equal 
irrelevance" but then Mr.Lohia himself has discarded this 
thesis for the sake of greater political realism. The SSP 
dynamism on such questions is, indeed, proverbial, aa is the 
neo-politics of adjustment with everyone and alliance with none.

Evidently, with all the influence at his command over 
the Bombay working class, Mr.Fernandes could not prevent the 
strike launched by the communist union and there is also nc 
evidence to show that Mr.Fernandes had a role of benevolen 
neutrality. He has, in fact, made public a complaint that 
the sponsors of the strike did not consult him beforehand. 
When Mr.Fernandes launched many strikes, it is not known, whether 
he had consulted the other trade unions which had nevertheless 
expressed solidarity with those strikes. Mr.Fernandes agaii 
spoke of the sponsors of the strike not having made enough 
preparations and he was not therefore keen to be party to a 
wild adventure. Irrespective of what the sponsors did or did 
not do, it is now clear that the workers were quite prepared 
for the game.

A spokesman of Mr .Fernandes ’ textile union is reporte 1 
to have pointed out that "we cannot officially participate in 
an illegal strike since we are fighting for replacing the PuiMS 
as the representative union in the industry." That is, indeed, 
an argument which is plausible enough since Mr.Fernandes has 
certainly the capacity to take on the "representative” status 
through strictly legal channels, especially after the RMMS lias 
failed to prove its bona fides by preventing the strike. 
Mr.Fernandes is not however known to have shied away from a strike, 
on any earlier occasion, the moment it was declared ”illega_5’. 
But since the SSP is now destined to lead the textile worke.es of 
Bombay, Mr.Fernandes ’ union should take no chances and fail to 
get representative status in the bargain.

M.A.NAIRNew Delhi
3 March 1966

worke.es


Bombay, kugust 26 1966 ♦

The Secretary, 
A.I.T.U.C.? 
N B W D E L H I.

Received..

Ke

Dear Comrade,

You must have received our telegram sent yesterday about the
success of the ’Bandh’ action®

Over 11 lakhs of workers are expected to have joined 
yesterday1 s action. The INTUC, local congress, Jan Sangh, HMS and a free 
lance leader R.J. Mehta controlling some Engineering factories strove 
their best to disrupt the action. They issued calls exhorting the 
workers not to join the action. Shri R.J. Mehta went fco far as to call 
upon the worfe rs to work for longer hours on the day and to give more 
production.

The result of this disruption was that the Docks as also 
several Engineering factories such as Premier, Richardson & Crudas, 
Alcock Ashdown, Acme, Shaparia docks etc. worked on the day though 
with reduced complement. In docks the Winchmen were on strike. In 
Premier over 30^ of the complement stayed away.

The ’activity* of the disruptors led to clashes between the 
strikers and the strike-breakers - the Police as usual seeking to give 
full proteetion to the strike breakers. There was firing £ two places 
in Kurla-Bhandup region. In one of these, two workers were gravely 
injured. There were lathi charges at several places^ the police 
seeking to break the processions of workers-Several workers were injured 
in these. One of our leadirg activists Com. G.B. Kadam of Jogeshwari 
received a severe head injury in a lathi-charge at Majaswadi, 
Jogeshwari. The Police, in addition made several arrests.

In spite of this repression the Bandh was a thumping success. 
The entire city was paralysed with all Buses and taxis off the roads 
and all mills & factories deserted.

A notable feature of this Bandh was participation of shopkeepers 
and school and college students in learge measure. With all shops and 
bazars closed Bombay wore a desolate appearance.

There was a mammoth rally at Shivaji Park in the afternoon 
which was attended easily by over 2,00,000. The rally was presided over 
by Com. S.G. Patkar and was addressed by Coms. S.A, Dange, S.M. Joshi, 
George Fernandez, Nana Patil, B.S. Dhume, S.Y.Kolhatkar, Pushpa Mahashya 
(UTT’C), Sitaram Kolpe (Socialist Workers’ Party) Datta Deshmukh (t)al 
Nishan) and others.

The Times of India and Free Press group of papers could not 
come out today on account of the strike. Only the Express Group of 
papers could see the light of the day.

With Greetings,
* Yours fraternally/'

s e
M«R.T.U.C.



MAHARASHTRA RAJYA TRADE UNION COMMITTEE
(of All India Trade Union Congress)

President :
K. N. JOGLEKAR Dalvi Building, /

_ _ Parel, Bombay-12. (DD.)
Gen. Secretary :

B. S. DHUME

Phone Nos. : 63674, 61608 ^^Sept. 1966.

Shri N.M. Tidket
Hon’ble Minister for Labour*
Council Hall» 
NAGPUR,

Dear Sir,

This is to draw your immediate 
attention to the serious sitration created 
by the lockout imposed by the Management 
of the Kandivli Metal Works at Kandivli 
since three months past, and their attempts 
to break the struggle of the workers to get 
the factory reopened with full complement 
through the use of gangster and police 
force.

The workers in the factory had 
put forth certain demand® concerning 
revision of wages, gratuity etc.

negotiations followed and a Draft
agreement was signed on 4th April 1966.

2



Contd. -2- Maharashtra Ka J ya Trade Union Committee

The workers completed their part of the agreement* But the

Management vent back on their part. The agreement thus same to an
abrupt end. The Management thereafter attacked the workers by 
rtmovlbg from service sone 25 workers and activists. and when even 

this >ould not bring the workers on their knees imposed a lookout on 

4th ^nne 1966 - which is still continuing.
t 0 Towards the middle of July 1966 the Management offered to 

reCpen the factory, but Insisted that they would not take back
-Ah i • \Workers that were discharged by than. They further maintained that 

/ they would have nothing to do with the agreement that they hod agreed 
J r

to earlier. Obviously the workers could not agree to this, and the 

stalemate continued. k

The Govt, labour Officer Shri Bhagwat made efforts to 
settle the dispute«$pt hie efforts vere met with cold shokder by the 
management. On Friday 26th August Shri Bhagwat made certain 

proposals which were accepted by the Union. The management too

accepted them in principle a^d wanted to consult their adviser.
However. in breach of mutual confidence and an assurance given to 
Govt. Labour Officer, on 27th and 28th August the manage' ent resorted

to mass recruitment of 160 professional goondas as black legs.
On August 22th and 26th'the workers had naturally resisted 

this. The Police stepped in to give full protection to the black 
legs, and an attempt was made to take In lorry*loads of black-legs

in an escort provided by the police. In an off rt to terrorise and 
cow down the workers the Police lathi-charged them and resorted to 
the extreme measure of opening fire. Several workers were 
grievously hurt in the charge. The police, on top. arrested some 60 

workers and have not yet even released them on bail.
The atmosphere in the area still continues to be tense. Th©

factory continues to be closed.

The week kneed policy of the Government of submitting to 
recalcitrant Managements has led to this situation. The Government

intervention in the dispute has been far from effective. Not only
this. When the Management was acting in open violation of their
assurances to the Government Labour Officer and thus frustrating his
efforts to bring about a settlement in a dispute which they 
themselves had imposed on the workers, the Kandivli Police Station

3



Contd. -3- Maharashtra Raj ya Trade Union Committee

was actively helping them to organise strike breaking* We would like 

to know whether this is in consonance with the labour policy of the 

Government*
Wo must emphasise that unless the Government adopt a firm 

* • '♦ i

policy of making the Management see reason, the situation Is likely 

to deteriorate further*
Wo have therefore to request you to look into this 

personally and intervene urgently and effectively in the dispute so 
as to bring about a speedy and satisfactory settlement* This is all 

the more necessary because the handling of the dispute so far has . t 
been far from satisfactory* and unless it is given a better and 
effective direction* it would raise issues of wider context and y 
import*

If you take any action on this* please let us know* 
1 hanking you*

Tours faithfully* 
'(Lv-_ 

/ G. V* Chlthis / 
c.o. tot Secretary*

The General Secretary*
an India Trade Union Congress*
N E W D E 1 H X*



Bombay, September 2, 1966.
The General Secretary, 
xl.I.T.U.C. , 
N E W D E L H I.

Dear Comrade,

Enclosed herewith please find a copy of our letter to the State

Labour Minister.

As you would see from it the 3-month old dispute in the factory has 

taken an ugly turn. There was firing on the workers on august 28th, when 

the Police sought to assist the Management in organising strike breaking. 

Some 60 workers and activists have been taken in custody subsequent to that.

The Mumbai Kamgar Union is leading, the workers in the dispute. We 

are helping the Union to the extent possible.
But it seems that Com. Tamhane who is the General Secretary of the 

Union would be bogged down in the dispute at least for the next few days. 
The situation is a bit delicate and it would be difficult for him to be 
out of station.

1 am writing this because Com. Tamhane was scheduled to leave .for 
his study tour of GDR, next week. Under the new situation that has emerged, 
it would be difficult for him to leave Bombay.

Com. Tamhane has already written to you in this regard. I hope 

that you would take the new situation in consideration, and see fchat you 

can do to assist him.

1th Greetings,

Yours fraternally,

V. Chitnls-/



Bombay, September 20, 1966.

hp 0 on at al Secretary,
T T 1T

i-i i W U ib Ij ii I • . — —• ~ i
- . , ' 'U/ .

u^ar ^■"'mrrde, -•<.- ut* * , ,

Th- problems confront tag. "the ~t'ex£ tie w orkers are getting

-ore involved with every passing day.

be world jv-t tabulate sore of the more pressing of these

b el ov?:

1. The problem of closed mills and impending closures. Some

40 -i’’’’'- are already closed in the country. In this State alone 

the number of closed mills is 13. In addition several mills are 

resorting to retrenchment and lay-offs, cutting the D.a. of 

workers, refusing to pay even the declared bonus etc. Only last, 

week the President of the Ahmedabad Mill Owners1 Association 

c.^ar^d t’^at ov°r 40 mills in Ahmedabad would close down ’’unless

lovern^ent rushed necessary relief to the industry.” In 

severa’’ centres the closures are continuing for months* writh the 

result that the economy of the whole town has been affected xdvxrx 

advers^y - no^ to sneak of the untold miseries of the workers. 

The local struggles have not been very effective.

2. The Wage Board has been virtually sabotaged. Xt- Xe ussw-

lt is now two full years since it was appointed but it’s work is 

hardly getting going due to the dogged opposition of the 

Killowners. The Millowners have now declared that owing to 

increase in the prices of cotton and increased D.a. and controlled 

prices, a ’crisis’ has seized the industry.

3. In the name of the alleged crisis the millowners are

urging a. ‘freeze’ on the D.a. and wages.

-i. The Supreme Court decision on Bonus legislation and it's

repureassions.

The Aat ionalisat ion offensiveo
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The question of recognition of unions.

It is necessary that the AITUC unions come together and

discuss these common problems and evolve suitable forms of action 

In 1964 the General Council of the AITUC had decided to 

organise a meeting of representatives of textile unions to 

discuss^rationalisation and other common problems. Owing to 

several difficulties the meeting, however, could not come off. 

We feel that the aITUC must give some thought to the matter and 

arrange such a meeting in the near future.

Last week we had some discussions with the

representatives of Dhulia, Jalgaon,lf\Shalpur, Sholapur and Nanded 

textile unions in this Xaehalf. All of them feel that the AITUC 

must take necessary initiative in the matter.

If the aITUC agrees, we can make arrangements for such 

a meeting here in the first week of November 1966.

We had a preliminary disucssion with Com. Dange in 

this behalf. And he has approved of the proposal.

We would therefore request you to decide on this at 

your earliest, and let us know.’Kix

With Greetings,



R ecei .. Ml ."2 .(a

1 ' f < Bombay, December 24, 1965.

’The Secretary, ---------- --- , . ....------ .
All India Trad e Union Congress, "" A. LT. (3.
N E W ' D E Lr H I. . . • - : ,

... r Rcpbcs^lx »_-•
*’ •" ' ’ ’ . ’ ,^**^^^-*'* ♦-^W*-**^*"-*-****-*^ -.-

Dear Comrade’,
- . , r • ■ -r- -. • -. .. > • ■ ,-. ? ; r .. • r • • f - • - .’ W :!

You are aware that 350,000 textile workers from this 
State are going on ardne-day strike on December 29th in protest 
against, the government pollclesrleading to unemployment, cut in 
wages and high cost of living and to demand particularly -

i) take over of closed mills by the Government;

ii) restoration of cut in D.A. and withdrawal of all 
notices in this behalfi 1 ' *' (

iii) Bonus for 1964;

lv) effective control of run-away prices;

(^) The Union has launched a powerful campaign to make the 

strike a complete success.

(3) Shri George Fernandes, whom we had invited to attend t .e 

meeting of representatives of textile unions held last month at 
- ‘ - r ' ■ - .• J- - r ‘ • • c [

Nagpur has, immediately on his return from Nagpur, resumed his
■ * 'f ' • - • r> ' • ' • * '.r n ' ■ ' •<

disruptive activities in textiles and formed a Glrani Kamgar 

Sangharsh Samlti Mto lead the action.11 The only activity the 

Sangharsh Samlti has done so far is to conduct a campaign of 

.vilification against us through the columns of obliging press 

dubbing us as xadt 1 not wanting to fight the offensive of the 

Millowners and the Government "not wanting; to forge a united 
front to lead the action1* etc. The Samlti has now put up a 

poster in support of the strike.,

Details in behalf of Shri Fernandez’s Campaign have 
. been sent to Com.. Dange, separately.

(4) The Crisis is breaking up in all industries, and
• * f■b ' ■ C ■ '• ‘ ‘ • - - -

several sectors of workers are going into action. The Kaman! h 1

, a strike in the beginning of this month.- The Estrella workers 

were on strike on 13th and 14th inst. and Bharat Barrel is on a 

indefinite strike since this week. i

J- ; . \ \

>• 

..•s
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- The Executive of the MRTUC met twice this week to take 

stock of this situation and try to give it a unified direction* 
The Executive felt that these isolated-actions of the working 
class could be developed into a massive Maharashtra Bandh action 
if other TU Centres could be pursuaded to join in*

The HMP was also watching this situation* They called 
a meeting of representatives of all TU Centres and several
* •’ • <- . f • ' • « -• f t * f 7 '

independent unions to meet on 18th inst. at Tambe’s Hall. We 

attended, the meeting, and put forth

1) That the present offensive of the employers could not 
be fought unless you-fought the Government policy that 
helped it. , :

il) That this could best be done by organising a State-Wide x 

action.

lii) That such action could be only of. the Maharashtra Bandh * 
type.

Iv) That this action could conveniently be organised on 
December 29th since a large and most advanced section of 

the State’s working class was going in action on that day. 
The HMP leaders were not ready fop such an action on 29th 

। , ■ 11 •

Inst. Instead they suggested organising a Morcha and next a 

conference to consider further action. They wanted a united 

Committee to be set up, comprising of representatives of all TU 

Centres (including the Bharatiya Mazdoor Sangh) to conduct the movement 
-.1 I - ~ . — • •

There could be no agreement in between us. We however 

decided to organise jointly a conference of Engineering Workers in 

the first week of next month to consider the problems confronting 
« I - - • • - • . r • :

the Engineering workers.

(5) Thogh the HMP is comming in, several unions of MRTUC in 

other industries such as Engineering, Woolen, Plastic, Press 

have already taken a decision in that regard.
(6) We would write to you again after December 29th, 1965.

- *ith Greetings, . r ,,
k? ^x°ursf paternally,'

U i t n 1 s) —



MAHARASHTRA RAJYA TRADE UNION COMMITTEE
* (of All India Trade Union Congress)
President :

K. N. JOGLEKAR

Gen. Secretary :
B. S. DHUME

Phone Nos. : 443674, .441601

ReCCJVCI 

Replied.

•Dalvi Building, 
Pare|, Bombay-12. (DD.)

The Secretary, 
A.I.T.U.C., 
NEW DELHI.

[ -- ............

Dear Comrade

You are aware that the 800 employee 
of the ‘Farmed’ group are fighting a 
Lockout imposed by the Management since 10th 
inst-Of these about 400 are employed,by the 
Farmed (Pvt.) Ltd. and the rest by Sister 
Concerns such as W^der Farmed#Farmapack, 
SKM, and Farmed Capsulations - all situated i 
in the same compound.

The Bombay Pharmaceutical Employees’ 
Union which is leading the workers has 
already sent you, I understand,^a detailed 
report in this connection.

of a
I am further enclosing a cuttin 
r report news paper report that

gives all details int his behalf. You 
would find it useful though the same is in 
Marathi. The Management is adamaent and th State Labour Office has been unable to intervene effectively. Encouraged by the weak-kneed policy of the state government, the Management has refused to negotiate a negstisrksd settlement and are trying to break the workers1 unity anc their

.. .2
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MAHARASHTRA RAJYA TRADE UNION COMMITTEE
* (of All India Trade Union Congress)
President :

K. N. JOGLEKAR

Gen. Secretary :
B. S. DHUME

Contd. Dalvi Building, 
Parel, Bombay-12. (DD.)

Phone Nos. : 443674, 441608 ate.................  -

resistance by resorting to black-legging. 
The Police, too, are ever ready to give 
.protection to such efforts of the Management. 
In their effoi&s to help the Management to 
take out their lorries, the Police 
lathi-charged the picketing workers on 27th 
inst. and arrested 49 women-workers. The 
Union got them released subsequently on bail.

Yesterday, the Security Officer of 
the Companies opened fire on the picketing 
workers*, oa^&i-ag r ie s some swen

. The Union has filed a case against 
the officer and demanded his arrest.

The MRTUC is helping the Union in 
leading the struggle. Com. Dange too, had 
paid a visit to the picketing employees when 
he was here last.

With Greetings,
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HY Z &HARASHTRA RAJ YA TRADE UNION COMMITTEE

Dalvi Building, 
Parel, Bombay 12, 
October 1>, 1966.

Tos An Affiliated Unions in the Textile Industry.
■ • ' ■ -■ >

ENQUIRY .dONCERNING .THE CONDITIONS OF
. BADALI & WOMEN WORKERS. IN THE TEXTILE

' INDUSTRY
‘ ’ > V ■

Dear Comrade, ....
You are aware of the deplorable conditions of the 

Badali and women workers in the textile industry.
•- r -a '7 .1 ■ • • - ’

rV * The Mumbai Girani Kamgar Union organised a.12 Day 
'General Strike in Bombay Mills in February-March 1966 for 

_demands'whichincluded two that sought protection to these 
two categories.

The State Government had then assured that it 
would conduct an enquiry in the Conditions of these twe 

.^sections.
r ; ■ The State Government has accordingly appointed on 1 
18th May 1966 a three-member Committee-comprising of Shri 
K.R. Wazkar - Chairman (Registrar, Industrial Court, Bombay) 
Shri M.S. Warty, Labour Officer, Miliow ners1 Association, 
Bombay and Shri U.S. Deshpande, General Secretary, 
Rashtriya Mill Mazdoor Sangh, Bombay to ’’study the 
conditions of Badali Labour, Temporary Workers, 
Apprentices, Learners, Women Workers etc. in the Cotton 
Textile Industry in the Maharashtra State.”.

The Committee has been asked to submit it’s 
Report within a period of six months.

The Committee has on 1st September 1966 issued 
it’s Questionnaire to elicit information from the 
concerned parties.

The answers to the Questionnaire are to be submit
ted by 15th October 1966..

We hope that you have received the Questionnaire 
from the Committee direct, and that it is-engaging your 
due attention. -

We would emphasise the need to complete your 
answers and send them to the Committee by by the due date.

We are sending you herewith for your information 
a copy of the Memorandum submitted to the Committee by 
the Mumbai Girani Kamgar Union, in reply to the 
Questionnaire.

‘•..2



Centd. -2- Maharashtra Rajya Trade IJnioii Gs*Htltt«<*

The MRTUC. proposes to appear before th© ComsiXtoo 
in this behalf, and state it*s views.

- Accordingly we are writing to ths Committes today 
to give us a date whence can appear before them.

Those Unions that Want to appear before the- 
Committee independently and stress local features should 
write to the Committee on the address given obl^r and seek 
an appointment.

Shri H.A. Sat he,
Secretary, 

Enquiry Committee - Cotton Textile Industry* 
Commerce Centre, 6th & 7th Floor, 
Tardeo, B 0 MBA Y -34.

Greetings,

/ G. V. Chitnls /
S e c r e t a r y#



14 October 1966

The Secretary,
Maharashtra Rajya Trade Union Committee of the AITUC, 
Bombay

Dear Comrade,
Please refer to your letter of September 20 jon the 

textile situation. Your suggestion for holding a consultative 
conference on textile problems was examined by our Secretariat 
and it w s felt that there was not sufficient time for an 
all-India consultation separately, apart from possible trade 
level meeting at the time of the General Council meeting.

However, if your STUC at the time of its proposed conference 
or otherwise can organise a State level consultation on textile 
problems, such a course would be helpful in assessing the 
situation and to enable the AITUC to suggest some k*mt concrete 
steps to tackle the issue.

The developments in Ahmedabad and the unilateral decision 
of the employers to terminate the D.A. award have certainly 
brought some urgenoy in coordinating our action on the D.A. 
question. The millowners are also threatening to close down 
some 100 mills and are also creating a big scare about the 
high prices and shortage of cotton. If your STUC has made any 
study of the recent developments in this regard, we shall be 
glad to have your views at your earliest.

We hope it might have been posst ble for you to discuss 
the issue with Com.Dange while he is there.

We had written to Com.Patkar sometime back for sending us 
a note on points for agenda of the Industrial Committee on Cotton 
Textiles, further to the item on textile closures the AITUC had 
raised in the Indian Labour Conference. If a note is received 
from you early, we could call for an early convening of the 
tripartite to discuss this matter.

In view of the very hostile attitude of the employers and 
the deliberate sabotage being organised, a point worth consideration 
is whether any useful purpose would be served in continuing to 
make our submissions before the Wage Board. We would like to 
have your considered opinion on this point.

With greetings.
Yours fraternally.

(M. Atahuthan)
Secretary

,.25^ 1





T elephone: 443674
MUMBAX GIRANI KAMGAR UNION

Dalvi Building^ Parel, Bombay 12.

MEMORANDUM 
oh

BADALI SYSTEM IN THE (JOTTOlt TEXTILE INDUSTRY

The Badal! system in the Cotton textile Industry 
is perhaps as old as the industry it sei ft

The ” System w has been a source of Irritation and 
friction right from it’s inception. Because all along, the 
Millowners sought to utilise it as an instrument of 
intensified exploitation of workers.
Earlier History :

As late as 1936 there was hardly any system worth 
the name to govern the recruitment of-Badali labourTill 
then the ’ Badal is t were recruited just from those standing 
before the Mill gate every morning. Several Mills recruited 
the Badalis through their ’ J o b b e r s OB1 
’ institution ’ of J o.b b. e r. s thus acquired 
preponderant hold on the lives of Badalis.

. The Jobbers utilised the free hand they had In the* * 
rodriiiitieht. for their personal ends* Not only did they 

hahdsome sums from the Badalis At the tints of* 
recruitment, but enjoined upon them to pay them a tetulat 
” Hafta ,r every Month. Those that dared to Question the 
payment, stood the risk of losing their jobs#

The Badalis were held in sueh awe by the1 Jobbers 
"that hardly any one of them complained to the Management 

against these ’ levies’, and if ever any body did, 
hardly any cognisance was taken of his eomplaintj because 
the bold of the Jobbers over the.Badalis suited their 
interests, in that the latter eould always be used through 
the jobbers as a strike breaking feres.
• v J Aware of th® powers of the Jobbers! the Badalis 
u^tally s ubmitted to their will, but when driven 
desperation • resisted. Instances are not wanting ef the 
clashes between the jobbers and the Badalis in the history 
of the evolution of the system.

W© have ehosen to be brief in the treatment of the 
historical part of the system, mainly because it isk 
undisputed. The system and it’s abuses ft ecadle
that several Committees appointed to enquWf into the 
eonditiens of textile labour have been gon strained to 
comment on it. w
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..................  \ /■•■< ", A !< ■

Badal! Control Scheme :

.First steps towards the regulatipn.of the system were 
taken when the Millowners were led to introduce'1 in 1936 the 

v3adali-Control Scheme. . .According to this the,. Mills began to 
draw up and maintain lists, ^f ftadalis, These ware based on • • n f< «j * * ‘

W* Jn, 1947 the then Bombay Government introduced the 

broader Decasualised ion Scheme which, after initial opposition
• % ~ I £ • ••• •• # J .•

from the Mill Owners’ Association, was impletanted in l?50.
'tfnder th‘e -Sdhame 1-t^ta of workers. are kept who have already had

■ v ••

been one. ’ ” :
• i • T .
' ' ' f-.< VC ’V£ ■ ;

.. The Scheme has thus been in operation for some
--n ' -v-xax.• *.<- t .......

, sixteen years past. Despite this long period^the spheme 
t - - "5\4f VC£ **cv$ ' :

failed to import any real discipline -in the--system,, which 
sVi^fl instability and-constant fraction....
AbnoVmar*S'urplus V‘ . sr--. -

• ‘ ‘ ■, :................................ _

The universally accepted principle ’regarding the
i^dalis As ?that their number should' have some relation to the 

exacted .rate of ''absenteeism,^ so that those- in the Scheme
4 shoi;14\^tand/a fair chance' of 'getting- regular employment. R 

r^e .-of.ab^en^eeism . in Bombay textile-mills-is-around 8^.
Taking the total labour. forpe.. in. the City1s;text 11d dills

• ■■arQund£l,80,000^the number of Badalis should b6 around 15,000.
Actually hpweypr the number is estimated between 35,000 to

- 40j000• tyftfetpt ally-• a. vast»proportion., of thes& can npt, by any 
stl^tbtf bFlteginart^a chance of getting'even a fairly 
regulW*%fc'frl0^entkd • ’Net -PQly- this:,. the ..big* surp.lus offers a 
big scope for favouritism and constitutes-;a fertile,ground for

• Wrruption.
"At ion a .6 ' '.r tit' e ,»x :

. th% ^xp>$ct,ed .rate of absenteeism. Badalis were to be recruited 
•? fr<^:^ese Klists<..^..

- '> his marked some >improvement over the earlier anarchy, 
since all of them were guaranteed some work undqr .the ‘scheme, 
thus weakening the hold of jobbers on their lives. Actually

. y ' ’ ... 1 t

however the implementation of the Scheme was. sOJA’axilty that it 
''did not bring .much relief to"the Badalis, Whose grievances 
: continued; " 7 “ < -hr

'Deeasualiisatienr; Scheme *nA

some -exp er fence <in the -cotton text ile, mills or have been 
trained^for^therworki«; :'/The Mills-are. expected to recruit new 
labour .from these list s. Thus the imperative-principle under 
the Scheme is that to- be a cotton textile worker you must 

• ;• o r . »
have

has
wi

3



Registration and Recruitment *
The Scheme provides that all those eligible and 

seeking employment in th© textile mills must register themselves 
at th. Control run -nder the Scheme, and that the Mills must 
obtain their requirements from these Centres. , Actually however, 
the Managements have devised ways to circumvent these provisions 

- and recruit workers of their choice. We have come across 
umpteen instances where the Managements have recruited workers 

that were never sent by the Decasualisation Centres in respoDgo 
tQ the indent of the Mills, This is done by recruiting the ‘ 
worker first and asking him subsequently to register himself at 
the nearby Centre, and get his name forwarded to the Mill in 
reply to the Mill’s indent. Some times such a worker isk 
recommended by any of the-Jobbers or the Head Jobbers or the 
Officers of the Mill. But on many a occasion this role is 
played by the ” recognised n Union. The nhion Recommends such 
” reliable ” workers, the Management recruits them and the 
Union then proceeds to get the necessary formalities like 
registration at a Decasualisation Centre and hi's name being 
forwarded by the Centre to the Mill, completed. ‘Sometimes 
when the Union feels that the act can go unchallenged, even 
these formalities are dispensed with.

The criterion with the union in recommending such 
workers is his professed political loyalty. We know-of 
instances when intelligent workers,1 after remaining unemployed 
for months together, made contacts with the activists of the 
recognised Union, and through' it got placed in Mills. The 
only problem before the nnion In such cases is to weigh the 
utility of such workers as would-be cadres of'the Union and-the 
possible Inconvenience or amharassment the union would be put 
to if this trickery is per phance exposed. 
Rank Corruption :

The consideration before the Jobbers and Head Jobbers 
however is at times personal or social, but usually pecuniary. 
Their services are available to those-who can agree to pay them 
their price in the form of handsome sums and ’haftas’ on 
recruitment. Even-some of the activists of the recognised 
union have been-found to-undertake such ’unemployment relief 
service’ in return for suitable consideration. After 
recruitment the ^recruit has to-keep on paying the hafta, else 
there is a sharp fall in the number of days on which he gets vc.- 
work.

Confirmation in Substantive Post :

A Badali is supposed to acquire a’sort of lien to 
the substantive post .wherein he works as a substitute 
continuously for a period of three months and more.

4
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We wonder however if in actual practice there has 
been any lucky substitute worker who has been confirmed in his 
substan'tdvebpjG)setri■arfcteroswed'kitYg taiItqmoist hSuaid^oo

£.........  Substitute. In almost every Mill in the City one comes across
substitute workers who are working as substitutes for over-five 
to six years, -and several Mills can be cited Where substitute voik'' 
workers are substitutes for some ten years past.

One would be surprised to know-that the substitute 
workers are kept as substitutes not because there are no vacant 
substantive postj$ In the Mill. On the contrary each Mill 
carrying , an arp?yLpf ^substitute''^bYkersAka.s* a; u^fi^ber/pf^ . 
substantive p^s&p- lying vacant for yoar;s jto£ethbr^"4nd thus we 
have a cur iou’d*'-Contradict ion wherein hundreds cp*J^§^e'^o^^ot 
as substitute workers- on-one side and on the ^Ot^rw-hvcndrc^s *0!^ 
substantive to remain vacant <'from;<yean,to;^
Uncert ain.'^fopl# . . ’ ,, - . r; v;
------- -v-;-- 3 ' b .-v- ...

^‘rtEe'r^here- is no- obi i^|Ion' on~ th^'Mills-1ov - ; 
provide work to t-heir substituteworkers ifornumber 
of days. ’ In "some'of the agreements poncer'ni^*tfie -.v .' * 
introductiol^kXf 4-loom system.the Mills hnVdr^Undertaken to 
provide worked their substitutes ^fori at leja^A^^^y^in v:;

breach*. ; ,-^pr&h$ rest of the Badalis,’ItH€Be«is^5Q^prGtggtipn 
whatso.eyer and the Mills can hire arid \firefthgi^a^ppr^ to ;
the sweet will' bf the Management. .An pyeryh^qiing proportion’ 
of the Badaliswork for some eighth ,<ba fl^een rdays? ih^ 
month,' '’Hibral^Qipndreds work on--5vus;t^4 fivek-day syJ'^tfd:
the nwhb'e* |of ^o^e. getting. wor$-on Ju st diie gorc.two days is not 
insignl!<idantii^ 1 We-have comb <adross A^tt’eridariC^which 
are lit^^iily" Blank at the .endhof'tftp month,'and"dn^several'- 
occasions we have’ received comp^aint-s from Badali -workers that 
they were not ^’employed even once not only, during the current 
monW/'bOv some three to fopr months pri^edin^ge

• * •' '* £ 7’ ' ' .j'..'1' r X- • • S.
'One ’would naturally ask why -onearth the Badlis keep 

fy f f ■ t ... C .v - -

their Badali pass under such conditions-and .visit t^^Mill 
every day.- only to be told th&V there is^ no wprk Jroruhem.
I he answer, is/-XAwhile the Millstdb not undertake any^^ ,

’ I < ; .f 'f , • w % * + • ...

responsibility, to. provide work to the Bad alia.,./’tjteyc^
that they’.presbnt themselves for work every day if< the^ at all 
want to retain their Badali Passes. A Badali worker absenting 
himself without previous permission is penalised the day he 
presents himself ;for work the most common punishment'being r 

_ . . .refusal of work for a certain number of days. Further the 
chances of alternative employment are soKdismaVthat;a:Badali 
prefers to. parry even a Blank card to gding without one*

5
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This being the position of employment* we need not add 
that the earnings of the substitute workers are always abnormally 
low. These low earnings condemn them to a sub-standard existence - 
which they eke out int he hope of getting a substantive post some 
day.

Denial of all Benefits •

This weakness of the substitute workers is exploited by 
the Managements to the fullest extent possible. They provide 
work to the Badalis in such a way, that a large section of them 
is deprived of their leave, Provident Fund and gratuity Benefitse 
This is attained by just seeing that the substitute’worker does 
not in any single year complete 240 days of work. As soon as he 
approaches the 240 day mark he is'1 earmarked 1 for refusal of 
work. In several cases.his Badali Pass is cancelled only to be 
reissued to him in the succeeding year. - This provides an 
opportunity not only to the Mill to recruit him as a ’ n e w 1 
worker, but also to the middle-man who acts as a go-between to 
demand again his ’ pound of flesh.’ ",

The overwhelming proportion of the substitute workers 
thus continues to rot for years and years without the meagre 
benefits that the present niggardly labour legislation provides, 

All this is of course to the full advantage of the 
Mills.

No Principle Followed in Confirmation :

Not only the Mills do not undertake any 
responsibility as regards providing work to Badalis, they 
do not consider themselves bound to follow any set. of principles 
when confirming the Badalis in their substantive posts. To the 
out-side wcjrld the Mills say that^they confirm the Badalis 
according t o their 'seniority. But actually ihe principle is 
more flouted than observed, and what reigns supreme in the field 
is stark anarchy and nepotism. Here again is a chance to the 
Superiors and the leaders of the recognised union in the Mill to 
feather their own nests at the cost of the Badali yorker - who is 
again made to fork out handsome tributes to earn.his titlecto 
the substantive post. Instances of the credulous Badali being 
duped by the wily middleman in this behalf are also not uncommon, 

The Secret Behind Preference for the System J

We have referred above to t he contradiction between 
the vast sections of Badali workers eking out their life on the 
one hand, and th© numerous substantive posts lying vacant on 
the other. A question then naturally arises why the Mills are 
averse to confirming the Badalis in the substantive posts?

6
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Is it because that the Mills can utilise the system to save a i 
thousands on the leave salary, P.p. contributions and Gratuity 
payments that they would otherwise have to make if they had fil
led all the vacant substantive posts?

This is not the prime consideration w ith-t he Mills. 
The contradiction is a part of a deep-laid conspiracy of the 
Mill-owners in which the recognised unions in the State, too, 
have their own share.

- Since the second world war the Millowners are trying 
to step up the pace of rationalisation in the industry. Having 
squandered away the huge resources that they garnered at the cost 
cost of workers and the people during the war- or utilised them 
to acquire interest in-other trades the Millowners could not nr sc 
muster the requisite funds to modernise their Mills - all at 
once. Also the requisite machinery was not readily available 
in sufficient measure. They had therefore to hasten slow and 
fall back on a phased programme.

Now rationalisation leads unavoidably to displacement 
of labour. Since under capitalist conditions of production this 
means long periods of unemployment and reduction of earnings 
when alternatively employed for the displaced workers, labour is 
vehemently opposed to any move on the part of the Management to 
introduce rationalisation.

Under such conditions the Badali system- came in handy 
to the Millowners. Because a Badali has no claim to any 
substantive post and can be hired and fired any time, the Mill 
Owners found him. a.: ideal prey for their attack. Whenever a 
Mill needed to throw some workers out of employment in order to 
enable them to introduce the new methods of Production, they 
had only to cancel the requisite number ©f Badali Passes. Even 
after throwing out hundreds of Badalis out of employment a Mill 
coidld claim t hat it had not ” retrenched "-a single worker. 
Because a Badali according to the Mill is just a Badali and not 
a worker, and his axing not a retrenchment.

Further the Badali afforded an opportunity to the - 
Mill to save big sums that it would otherwise-have to dish out 
•by way of retrenchment compensation, and Gratuity to the 
displaced workers, because a very large section of Badli 
workers hardly ever qualix for these payments.: . .

Also the existance of a large surplus reserve force 
helps the Management to beat down the workers’ demands. The 
Badali always operates as a drag on the permanent worker. 
Being always subjected to reduced earnings and substandard life 
he is not as enthusiastic as the permanent to fight for new 
demands. His prime concern is to get permanency and security 
of employment. An other demands come second to him. Further

7
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being always aware of his vulnerable position he is more 
succeptible to the pressure from Management and-the 1 recognised’ 
Union, both of whom-seem to feel that they have a special hold 
on him, and try to utilise it fully to break the workers’ 
struggles. By the very nature of his employment a Badali 
constitutes the weakest link of his class Organisation and this 
voaknas^s explains the preference of the Managements for the 
Badali system.

Role of the Recognised Unions :

The plight of the Badalis would not have been this bad 
if they had the right to act or be represented through a Union 
of their choice. But as is widely known the Bombay Industrial 
Relations Act that governs industrial relations in this industry, 
does not give them this choice. It rather imposes the so callee' 
recognised union on them. When such a recognised union acts in 
league with the Management, the Badali worker can hardly cherish 
any hope of his legitimate interests being safeguarded.

In all the textile centres in Maharashtra, which are 
covered by the BIR Act, it is the experience of the workers that 
the recognised unions have done precious little to defend the 
legitimate interests of the Badali workers. Not only they have 
failed in leading the resistance of the Badalis to the 
onslaughts of the Managements, but they have not cared even to 
utilise the existing enactments, agreements and conventions to 
defend.the Badalis. In several centres they have degenerated 
into just agencies of Managements, and continue to exist just 
on the support of the employer and the BIR Act.
Struggles of the Badali Workers •

Even then the Badali worker has not accepted the lot 
foisted on him and resigned himself to his fate. He has 
fought to the extent he could * some times individually, at 
other times as a group. Scores of struggles initiated by the 
Badali workers and supported by other workers can be cited in 
instance. Several of them have attained some success and the 
Managements concerned had to agree to confirm the Badalis in 
the substantive posts according to some definite principle, or 
concede them other concessions.

Of late, the Badalis are showing particular awareness 
of these rights, and are trying to organise themselves on the 
basis of th.eir demands. The recent 12-4ay General Strike gave 
a great impetus to their movement which is slowly but surely, 
gathering momentum.

Instrument of the Managements :

Finally, we have to submit that the Badali System as 
it operates today is the most abused system. It.has become in 
the hands of profit greedy Mill Owners and unscrupelous

8
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recongnised unions a veritable instrument to divide the ranks 
of the 'workers, to pit one section of the class against the 
other with a view to break the unity and the determination of 
the class, aid finally to build up a sort of a strikebreaking 
fence* It has further become a first class grazing ground 
where on each occasion and at every stage - be it recruitment f 

AX-recruitment or confirmation - a substitute worker can be 
squeezed to yield to the satisfaction of all-joining in a 
conspiracy against him. It is therefore of utmost urgency 
to do away with the present Badali System and introduce in 
it’s place a more rational system meant to protect the 
interests of the workers concerned.
Creation of a ’Leave Reserve’.

With this in view-we ..suggest that the Badali System 
as it is found today, should be abolished altogether. In 
it’s place should be created a ’leave reservecorresponding 
to the expected rate of absenteeism in the industry. Th^se 
Included in the ’reserve would be working, more or less, as 
permanent ’relievers’ and should be treated on par with other 
permanent workers in every respect. As the quantum of the 
Reserve is to correspond with the expected rate of 
absenteeism in industry, every ’Reservist’ would stand a fair 
chance of getting regular employment. As and when a 
substantive post would fall vacant the seniormost of the 
’Reservists’ should-be confirmed in it.

We would further suggest that all substantive posts 
lying vacant today should be, immediately, filled up. The 
Mills should not be permitted to cancel, on their own, any 
substantive posts. Confirmation in substantive posts should 
be strictly according to seniority.
Abolish the Contract System*.

Further the contract system that is raising it’s 
ugly head in the Mills should be firmly put.down. .No 
contract work, other than of a strictly casual nature, should 
be permitted within the precincts of the Mills; and the Mills 
should be prohibited from entrusting any work to a contractor 
which was earlier done, departmentally.
Absorption of the ’Surplus’.

Even after this, a sect ion-of the present Badali 
force would be left over as ’Surplus’ . programme of 
absorption of this section in the industry, or it’s 

rehabilitation in other ways, would have to be drawn up 

through bl-partite talks between the representatives of 
industry and the workers. By representatives of workers’ 
we mean, we must emphasise, not representatives of a ’

9....
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1 recongnised Vnion’ but representatives really enjoying the 
confidence of the workers. The Government can make available i 
it’s good offices for such talks, should it be desired by the 
’Parties* 1 11 ill) concerned.

Towards this, we would suggest;
1) Whether a process or job is temporary or otherwise 

should be decided by the Management only in 
consultation with the workers’ organisation^.

11) The recruitment to this category should be done only 
through Employment Centres.

ill) The working of such Employment centres should be 
further democratised by associating closely 
representatives of workers’ organisations with their 
administration.

iv) A list of such temporary workers, according to their 
v seniority should be maintained by each Mill. If 

there is no sufficient work to engage all workers on a 
particular day or during a particular weSk, the 
claim of each worker jnould be decided on the basis 
of seniority.

v) The temporary workers, so long as they are employed,-
should be entitled to get work, or full wages in lieu 
of work, (ffor a certain days in a month - say twenty.

Tji) With a view to compensate the temporary worker 
against the insecurity of employment he should be 
paid at a rate 20 percent higher than that paid 
to a permanent worker doing the same or similar job. 
If the Temporary work continues beyond one year the 

St tkL Mill, and the workers employed as Temporary should 
be deemed to have become part of the Mill’s normal 

permanent complement.

Temporary Labour:

After the creation of such leave reserve, the demand 
for temporary oCCasual Labour would come only from jobs which 
are essentially of a Temporary or Casual nature.. To meet this, 
a Mill can be permitted to employ Temporary Labour. But even 
this category would need to be provided \ ith certain safeguard'* 

Some Suggestions.
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WOMEN WORKERS

The last two decades can be said to be a period of 
virtual massacre of women workers in the industry. There was a 
period - not far away - when women occupied a position of pride 
in the industry. The Labour Office of the then Government of 
Bombay conducted in 1926-ah enquiry into the wages and hours of 
work in 19 of the city1 s Mills - a fair cross-section of the 
industry employing 50,421 workers. The enquiry revealed that 
out of these 12,072 viz.r! some"24% were women workers. This 
proportion of women workers to total workers continued more or 

r less unchanged till 1939. In that year out of a total labour 
force of 1,30,000 in the city’s mills, some 30,000 are reported 
to be women workers. Further the women workers had access to
practically all departments, except perhaps the Weaving and 
Engineering -* though instances of some South Indian Mills 
employing women workers even in Weaving shed- are on record. The 
same Labour-Office enquiry referred to above gives aDepartment- 
wise break-up of the women workers employed in the Mills 
surveyed. We are giving below-the break-up, since it would be 
found both interesting and useful*
Total women workers (in 19 Mills) ... 12,072

■mu ■ —.I. । |' I, ■iinw—i

. . Departmentwise

Mixing and Waste .. 540
Blow Room .. 8
Carding Room 155
Stubbing, Inter & Roving .. 508
Ring, Spinning 3,140
Winding .... . r _ : .. . 4,691
Reeling .... .. > ;2,097
Warping .... .. ,15
Doubling ... 7
Bleaching ... . .. .. i 20
Folding ... r .. ’ • > 20
Engine & Boiler ............ 1
Miscellaneous Occupations 870

12,072

Report on an Enquiry into Wages & Hours of Labour 
in the Cotton Mill Industry, 1926 Page No. 80 .

In Spinning units the proportion of women workers to 
the total workers was considerably higher,1 so much so that 
women workers constituted practically half of the total 
complement.

........10
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A- virtual Massacre : * Viru.T^r

The situation changed radically during and after the 
second world war. Most of the mills took to shift working, and 
since women workers could not be employed in the second and third 
shifts, their proportion TCTAI/' workers fell steeply.

If the deterioration had been limited only to the ratio 
one would not perhaps have been so concerned. But not only the 
ratio but also t he absolute number of women workers employed in 
the industry began to show a rapid fall. The number declined 
from some 35,000 in 1947 to-16,000 in 1960, to 8,000 in 1963 and 
to some 5,000 today. The cut has been so pronounced that it can 
not but be termed a massacre.
A Planned Policy ?

We use the term massacre with a full sense of 
• responsibility. It is our content ion that the millowners 

planned the massacre and brought it about in-co-operation with 
the Recognised Union♦ The 1 modus operand! ’ was simple. The
Millow ners made it a policy not to recruit new women workers, 
and throw away the existing ones as fast as they could.

* Accordingly hardly any recruitment of women workers has taken 
place in the industry in the two decades past. The displacement 
of-the ^existing complement was- brought about by stepping up • • • 
rationalisation measures and resorting to compulsory 
superannuation. In the last two decades the Winding and 
Reeling Departments which accounted for a major section of the 
women workers employed, have been largely modernised. 
Automatic Winding Machines have replaced the traditional 
Winding machines, 'leading to large scale displacement of women 
workers. An idea of the extent of displacement can be had when 
it is known that six women workers can now do the job in the 
automatised Department which formerly required -over 36.

Other Mills have found out an even more crude method 
of doing away with womenworkers. They have re-sorted to 
entrusting the work .formerly done by womenworkers to 
contractors. Thus several Mills in the City* have closed down 
sections of Reeling Department with a view to- get work done on 
contract basis - many times from the same displaced women. The 
only difference is that whereas the women worker concerned 
earned earlier a daily wage of between Rs.6.50 to Rs.7, she is 

- now’constrained to work for the contractor for a pittance of 
Rs.3/- and often for longer hours.

_ Attack on Earnings :

The Millowners not only attacked the employment of 
the women workers, but also their earnings. This they did 
by condemning them to such departments as Reeling, Winding and

......... 11
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Waste, where the wage level is generally low. & few are 
employed in the Hosiery section where one exists. Except these 
all other departments are now purged of the women workers.
False Propaganda:

The Millowners, and those who speak for them, maintain 
that the fall in the level of the employment of women workers 
has to be attributed to their obstinacy, their refusal to change 
with the times and learn new processes, their refusal to work in 
Departments which a re not their traditional.

Nothing can be further from truth than this. By 
offering such explanations the Millowners and their spokesmen 
are only adding insult to injury. We have yet to hear of a 
Mill that offered to train it’s women workers in new processes -mC 
and whose plans fondered on their obstinacy. On t he contrary, 
we know of innumerable instances where the women workers under 
the axe were ready to go to any other Department. What they 
asked for was training in new processes and sympathy and 
understanding on the part of Management. And this was denied 
to than for the Management had already made up It’s mind to show • 
them the way out.

Lack of Training Facilities :

In the textile industry there are no training 
facilities for women workers. Earlier-they used to get their 
training on the job itself. The Mills used to issue "Learners1 
Passes” to young girls - mostly relations of their own women 
workers. And the juniors learned the trade in course of time at 
the instance of their seniors.

The Mills have long discarded this age-old system-at 
least in respect of women workers, and have not introduced any 
new one in it’s place. And still they have the cheek to say 
that the women workers are averse to learn anything new.

A lie to the propoganda of Mills and their spokesmen 
is given by the growing number of women workers that are finding 
their way into electrical and pharmaceutical industries. If 
the textile industry had offered to impart training to women 
workers, there, is no reason why young girls would not have 
entered it.
Why the Massacre?

The fact of the matter is that the Millowners have 
discovered that it pays more to employ a male worker than a 
woman worker. Employment of women workers carries wiht it 
obligations such as maintainance of creches, payment of 
maternity benefits etc. Further the Millowners know it from 
their experience what a militant section the womenworkers in 
the industry comprise. Taking all - his in view they seem to 
have concluded that the employment of male workers is much 
more profitable than that of womenworkers, and are faithfully 
acting on it.
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Equal Right to work Negated?

If the Millowners are allowed” to have their way, the 
time would not bo far eff when there would not be a single woman 
worker left in the industry. The existing women workers are fast 
approaching their superannuation, and employment of women workers 
in the industry would seen become a thing of the past. The basic 
law of the land bestows ’equal right of work’ on the women workers, 
but does not provide conditions in which the right can be a reality 
Betrayal by Union :

The Recognised Unions at the different textile centres 
in the State have hardly done anything either to protect the 
source of livelihood of the women workers, or their right to worko 
In fact through the various agreements they have signed with the. ■■ • 
Mills, in respect of introduction of ” New Process es “ in 
Winding and Reeling, by acquieasing and at times conniving at the 
introduction of contract system in sections where earlier women 
workers found employment, by voicing the Mill Owners’ case and 
thus giving them an alibi and finally by not taking any firm 
measures in defence of the women workers’-rights and interests - 
they have helped the Mills to push them out of the industry.- 
Women -Workers on the Path of Struggle ?

The women workers have, however, not accepted this 
position lying down. They have tried to assert their right to 
the extent they could, Also they have, through trade unions 
loyal to their interests and other organisations like the 
Committee for the Defence of the Working Women, put- their case 
before the Country and the people. A petition and a march 
organised in this behalf by the Committee in October 1964 to the 
State Assembly needs a special mention.
Some Suggestions *

With a view to protecting the right of women workers to 
work in the Industry, we would urge the Committee J

i) to recommend that at least 20 per cent of the jobs in 
the Mills be earmarked for women workers, and the 
immediate recruitment of women workers so as to attain 
this mark in the near future, and not later than 1971.

ii) to recommend that immediate arrangements be made in 
Mills and outside for imparting training to the women 
workers in t he processes in the industry.
Only through measures such as these can the right of 

the women workers be imparted reality.

apprentice WORKERS

We must also add a word about the apprentices. The 
apprentice system too, in-some of the Mills, is abused to serve 
as a source of chaap labour.

13
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Normally there is a time limit fey which a young worker 
can be employed as an apprentice* After he completes his term 
o£ apprenticeship and passes the required tests, he Is either to 
be employed as a regular worker or.discharged with a certificate. 
But he can not certainly be eontinned as an apprentice indefinitely. 
We have however comw across instances where the apprentices had ] 
completed their terms and were yet continued as apprentiees.Thoub^ 
designated and paid as apprentice, They are given work like the 
other regular workers df the departmen# and subjected to the same 
rules and discipline*

On our enquiring in one case as to why they did not leave 
the mill under such conditions, they said that the management had 
threatened them that they would not issue them the certificate of 
having completed the apprenticeship should they leave the mill 
without their permission. Thus under the threat of blocking 
their certificate the management was
subjecting them to a worst type of exploitation.

We would request the committee to take a note of such 
malpractices and recommend measures with a view to put them a stop

R ep res entat ive. rn ion:
The suggestions we have made above in respect of Badali 

and women workers are by no means exclusive, and more can be added. 
But ultimately the efficacy of all measures must depend on there 
being a real representative TTnion * and not just a ’ recognised’ 
union In the industry. Only such a union can be counted upon to 
defend the legitimate interests of these like all other sections 
of workers* We would therefore, expect the committee to express 
Itself on this, though the subject is not specifically included 
it’s terms of reference.

Lastly, we would emphasise that in order to get a true 
picture of the conditions of Badali and Women workers, it would 
not be adequate for the committee to go only through the Memoranda 
received from the different interests.-The Committee must we 
feel, visit the Mills and centres run under the Decasualisation 
scheme and examine a fair cross-section of Badali and Women 
workers if it is to get a first hand account in this respect. In 
this we will extend every co-operation to the Committee, should it 
ohoose to avail of it.



Note containing the proposals for amendments.
to the Indus trial Disputes /ct, in its application 
to the State of Maharashtra.

I. Recognition of unions?

At present there is no statutory machinery either 

under the Industrial Disputes ^ct or the Indian Trade 

Unions Act, making it binding on the employer to recognise 

a trade union .of .employees, as. under the Bombay Industrial 

Relations ^ct. The absence of any provision regarding a 

single bargaining agent gives rise to the problem of 

multiplicity of unions. All such unions have to agree to 

any proposals before it can be incorporated as an agreement 

or a settlement. In prac tic e, th is means the negation of 

collective bargaining. .Any number of unions can function 

in a concern and. complete for the following of the workers 

with the result that the employer is not in a position to 

deal with a single union and make lasting agreement with it. 

This jeopardises industrial peace. It is, therefore, 

desirable to provide for statutory recognition of an exclusive 

bargaining agent by the employed on its fulfilling certain 

conditions, as under the Bombay, Industrial Relations Act. 

The only difference may be that the unit for the purpose 

should be an undertaking’and not an industry.

(2) The Industrial Disputes Act applies t.o all establish

ments big and small, whe ther factories or otherwise, which 

come within the definition of the term ’industry! which is 

very wide. It would probably be impracticable to introduce 

a scheme of an exclusive bargaining agent in every unit 

covered by the Industrial Disputes Act, but the scope of 

tnis provision could be restricted in the first instance to 

industrial establishments employing a certain number of 

workers, say,- 100 or more.
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desirable features of the Bombay Industrial Rp.la ti ons .Ac t 

should be introduced in the Industrla 1„ Disputes Act in order 

to get over the practical difficulties that are being 

encountered, in the working of the latter Act. Government 

had also given an assurance on t,he Floor of the Legislature 

that it would consider this question in. consulta tion with 

the representatives of the empLoyera,and employees. 

Accordingly, the proposals for amendments to the Industrial 

Disputes Act, 19 47, in its application to the State of 

Maharashtra, are given in the attached note.

La wrence. 278



/ Memorandum on the amendments to the Industrial Disputes 
net in~ its application to the State of Maharashtra, 

'D 

Prior to 1st May 1965 there were three different laws

in force in the different areas of the Gtate relating to the 

regulation of relations of employers and employees and 

settlement of Industrial disputes. The Bombay Industrial 
/

Relations Act, 1946, was in the Bombay area of the State of 

Maharashtra, and applied to certain specified industries 

such as textiles, sugar ^‘"‘textile processing etc; ,the Industrial 

Disputes Act, 1947, applied to other industries. The Central 

Provinces and Berar Industrial Disputes Settlement Act, 19 1Z, 

was in force in the Vidarbha region of the State and applied 

to all industries falling within the State sphere, exc -pt
i

Saw Mills. The Industrial Disputes Act, 1947, applied to all 

industries in the Marathwada area of the State. In keeping 

with the assurance given by the Government on the Floor of the 
< 

Legislature, and after ascertaining the views of the representa

tives of the employers and employees, the Bombay Industrial 

Re la tions.. (Extension^ and Amendment) Apt, 1964, was enacted.

The ^ct, which came into force from 1st May 1965, has extended 

the Bombay Industrial Relations Act, 1946, throughout the 

State of Maharashtra and has repealed the Central Provinces 

net. At the time of undertaking this legislation, the 

representatives of employers and employees had generally 

expressed themselves against extension of the Bombay Industrie 1 

Relations Act to additional industries, say, for example, 

Engineering Industry, bee ause, according to them industry-wise 

application of the Act with a single bargaining agent for 

the industry as a whole in a local area, would create its 

own problems. ‘Hie parties were, however, of the opinion ' t 

though the remaining industries could, by and large^ continue 

to be governed by the Industrial Disputes Act, certain
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II. Notice of strike and lock out ................

Under section 22 of the Industrial Disputes Act, no 

person employed in a public utility service shall go. on 

strike or no employer carrying on any public utility, service 

shall lock out any of his workmen, without giving notice 

as provided thereunder-. However, tl ere is no such provision 

in regard to nun-public utility service and,.in „tb^ absence 

of such provision, strikes or lock-outs become fait accompli 

before Government can think of remedial action. It is proposed 

that provision may be made, as under the Bombay Industrial 

isolations Act, &xx± xrtxxxx xix xx Son requiring. the workmen, 

even in non-public utility service, to give a- notice of 

strike. Similarly, provision may also be made to require 

an employer to give a notice of lock out. The intention 

is not to bring non-public utility services exactly on par 

with public utility services, and Government would reserve 

to itself the right to admit such'hisputes in-conci liatian, 

and refer for adjudication, as at.present.. The provision 

is thought of so that Government would not be caught 

unawares by sudden strikes and lock-outs in any industry, 

which, though non-*public utility service, is nevertheless 

of importance* ...

(2) At present strikes or lock ..outs in public utility 

services are prohibited in certain circumstances mentioned 

in section 22, and if such strikes^are commenced or declared 

in contravention of this section, such strikes or lock-outs 

are illegal. It is proposed that strikes or lock outs in 

non-public uti lity services, should li^e^wise be deemed 

illegal in similar circumstances. Similarly, strikes and 

lock-outs during the pendency of proceedings before the



Court of Enquiry May also be deemed to be illegal under 

section 24. f

(3) Under the Bombay Industrial Relations Act, as amended 

recently, it has’been provided that if the employer does not 

agree to. submit. the dispute for voluntary, arb itration during 

the conciliation proceedings, strike, if any, resorted to by 

the workers during the pendency of arbitration proceedings 

before the Industrial Court, should not be illegal.

Corresponding provision in .similar circumstances has been 

made in respect of lock-outs by employers. This has been 

done to encourage settlement of disputes through voluntary 

arbitration. It is proposed that similar provision may 

be made with regard to strikes or lock outs under the 

Industrial Disputes Act.

III. Introduction of change:

Under section 9A of the Industrial Disputes Act, nc 

employer who proposes to effect any change in the c ondi U c-r. s 

of service applicable to "^ny workman in respect of any matter 

specified in the Fourth Schedule, shall effect such change 

without giving to the workman likely to be affected by such 

change, a notice of c ia nge in the prescribed manner or within 

21 days of giving such notice. It is, however, open to the 

employer to effect change after the expiry of ' this period 

if the matter is not in the meanwhile taken into conciliation 

It is also open to him to effect tie change after the comple

tion of the conciliation proceedings, but before a reference 

is made to the Tribunal. Under the Bombay Industrial 

Relations Act, it is not possible for an employer* to mak^ny 

‘ A - J M*- ' % " *change in any industrial ma't ter where no settlement is 

arrived at, before tae date on which the award of the arbi. jro 

or Industrial Court or decision of the Wage Board comes int
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operation, similar provision existed under the Central 

Provinces and Berar Industrial Disputes Settlement Act also. 

It is, therefore, proposed that it should not be open to’an 

employer to introduce the change until there is an agreement 

or settlement or an award on the subject. However, If on 

receipt of failure report by Government under section 12(4), 

Government rejects th ereference of the dispute for adjudica

tion under section’ 12(5.), the employer could thereafter be 

free to carry out the change.

IV. Au th or i t y to de t ermine th e le gal i ty or o therwise of a 
strikey lock-out or change:

There is no provision under’.the Industrial Disputes 

net whereby an actual or proposed strike or lock-out, or a 

change can be declared illegal.' It would appear desirable 
j ’ \

to take power for the purpose. The experience under the 

Bombay Industrial delations Act, which has provision in 

this respect, is that such declaration acts as a deterrent 

to the parties and almost invariably prevents them from 

launching a precipitate action. There should also be 

corresponding safeguards, as under, the Bombay Industrial 

Relations Act, with a view to assist ti e parties to 

retract their action within 48 hours of the declaration. 

(2) Power .may, therefore, be given to the labour Cour.t 

' under the Industrial Disputes ;ct to declare whether a 

strike, lock out or change is illegal. Provision may also 

be made to the effect that the decision or order 6f the.. 

Labour Court in this behalf should not be called in question 

in any proceedings under the Act. IhQlabour Court 

may also be* given power to^-try criminal, cases, as under the 

Bombay Industrial delations Act, with provisions for appeal
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to the Industrial Court, because in the absence of such 

provision there may be conflict in the decision that may be 

given by the Labour Court and the decision given by the trying 

Magistrate in case of prosecution for illegal strikes, illegal 

lock-outs, or illegal changes under the ^ct. . /
V. Appointment of Tripartite Conciliation and Adjudica t ion 

Boards:

Under the / ct as It stands at prqaent, th^r’e-is a 

provision to appoint a Board of Conciliation for settlement 

of a particular dispute, but the Board has to be constituted 

as and when an occasion arises, and after consultation with 

the parties. When a strike is imminent, it is not always 

possible to follow these formalities which result in loss 

of time. It is, thereforoj . proposed that provision may be 

made for appointment of standing Tripartite Conciliation 

Boards under the Indus trial.Disputes Acts for quick settlement 

of disputes. These Boards would have permanent representatives 

of workmen and employers bn Indus try-wise basis. ^-t is also 

proposed that provision may'be made’for a tripartite Adjuciica- 

tion Board on the lines of the' Boards under the Bombay 

Industrial Relations Act to which certain issues could be 

referred for adjudication.

VI. -ii adj float ion of award or settlements

Under the Act as it 3tarids a t ’present, there is no 

provision whereby a settlement or an award can be modified. 

It has been held by the Courts that as long.as there is a 

subsisting settlement or award there cannot be an industrial 

dispute,. Bnder sections 116 and 116A of the Bombay Industrial 

Relations Act, it is open to the parties to seek modification 

of a settlement and award, as theJcasc may be, should 

circumstances so demand. Similar provision may, therefore, 

be made under the Industrial Disputes Act, also.
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V11. Relic f in _ind iy id.ua 1 cases of d ism is sal x discharge, 
r em oval, retrenchment, terminati on of s e-r v ic e .or 
suspension of a workman:

Under the Bombay Industrial Relations Act, it is 

.pen to the individual workman to approach the Labour Court 

dir.cct, and challenge the propriety or legality of an order 

passed by the employer acting or purporting to act;.under 

too standing orders,, relating tp. discharge, dismissal, 
- - ■” . ...... * ■ . r ■,-

etc. of the. workman and the Labour Court is empowered to 

grant reinstatement and other consequential reliefs.

Recently, Bombay Industrial Relations Act has been amended 

to empower the Labour Court to require an employer to ’ * * V* £ ' 
reinstate an employee with full back wages and compensation, 

in certain circumstances. ' ; ' ’
■■■■■.■■ - V. '

(2) Under the Industrial Disputes Act, as it . stands at 
. • • * K

present, a body of workmen has to^aise a dispute on 

behalf’of . the individual workman jflxiy and only theit tne. 
; ' "A ■ ••

individual dispute, assumes the character z,of an 11 industrial

’dispute and the..machinery under ’the Industrial Disputes

net can be set in motion. The Industrial Disputes (Second 
Bin, y

Amendmen t 19 64, Uaich is before Parliament, provides

that such individual disputes should be deemed to be ’’industrial 

disputes for the purposes of theflndustr ia 1. Dispu tes. c t, 
u • ’ ■ A " ■
but nevertheless Government will have to refer such 

•, - ®
disputes for adjudication. It iqgproposed that the 

industrial Disputes Act may be amended to empower an . 
’■ * .individual workman to approach the Labour Court direct 

for suitable relief on the lines -|)f similar provision 

under th^ Bombay Industrta 1 Relations, Act and..the Order 
deemed’

passed by the Labour Court will be/jfei&Kbmd. to be an 

sward, under the Industrial Disputes Act. Alternatively, 

similar amendment could be made under the Industrial

"ihiployment (Standing Orders ) Act, 1946.-

- u ; r on s r ,
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